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STEADY FLOWS OF NONLINEAR BIPOLAR VISCOUS FLUIDS
BETWEEN ROTATING CYLINDERS

By

FREDERICK BLOOM and WENGE HAO

Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, Illinois

Abstract. The boundary-value problem governing the steady Couette flow of a non-
linear bipolar viscous fluid is formulated and solved for particular, degenerate, values
of the constitutive parameters; for the general situation, in which the relevant consti-
tutive parameters are positive, we establish existence and uniqueness of solutions to
the boundary-value problems. Continuous dependence of solutions, in appropriate
norms, is also established with respect to the parameters governing the nonlinearity
and multipolarity of the model as these constitutive parameters converge to zero.

1. Introduction. A classical problem in the study of motions of an incompress-
ible viscous fluid is that of steady (or equilibrium) flow between rotating concentric
circular cylinders, i.e., proper Couette flow. Under the assumption that the fluid is
governed by the classical Stokes' law, namely

tij = 2n0eij (1.1)

where n0 > 0 is the classical viscosity, the tt- are the components of the Cauchy
stress tensor, and the ei} are the components of the rate of deformation tensor

1 (du du.\= + <''2»

the U- being the components of the velocity vector, the solution of the problem of
proper Couette flow may be found in most classical texts on fluid dynamics (e.g., [1],
[2], or [3]); if v(r) denotes the tangential velocity of the fluid, which is supposed
to lie between rigid cylinders of radii r, and r2 (> r,) that rotate with constant
angular velocities and £22, r being the radial distance from the center line of
the inner cylinder to a point in the fluid, then

Q,r^ — Q2r2 ^
+ r •   7 ^ (1-3)

r2-rr\ '2
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is the resulting steady flow determined by Stokes' law and the no-slip boundary con-
ditions

£2(^ = ^=12 n(r2) = ^ = Q2. (i.4)
T\ 2

Also, the pressure distribution required to maintain the flow (1.3) is given by

p~lp(r) = \A2r2 - \B2r~2 + 2A-B\nr (1.5)

where p is the (constant) fluid density and

B= (1.6)
^2 ~ A r2 ~ ri

Finally, the frictional couple exerted, per unit length, across a cylindrical surface in
the fluid of radius r, rx <r <r2, is independent of r and is given by

2nr trg = ~mpQ (1-7)

where tr8 is the tangential stress. In deriving the relations (1.3), (1.5), (1.6), and
(1.7), one writes the equilibrium Navier-Stokes equations (based on (1.1)) in cylin-
drical coordinates (r, 6, z) and looks for solutions, subject to (1.4), of the form

vr = r = 0, vg-rd(r), vz = z = 0 (1.8)

which can be supported by a pressure distribution p — p(r); in such a situation (1.1)
reduces to

tre~^^0er6 (1-9)
where

In recent work [4] Necas and Shilhavy have examined the foundations of a con-
tinuum mechanical theory for the response of a multipolar viscous fluid; the theory
that is proposed in [4] is consistent with the second law of thermodynamics, in the
form of the Clausius-Duhem inequality, and builds upon earlier work of Toupin [5],
Green and Rivlin [6, 7], and Bleustein and Green [8]. Bellout, Bloom, and Necas [9]
explored several of the consequences of the theory formulated in [4] with emphasis
on the isothermal, incompressible, bipolar case that is described below; special con-
sideration was given in [9] to the nature of the velocity profiles predicted for several
important cases of laminar flows at low viscosity.

The mathematical theory of multipolar fluids (not to be confused with earlier
models of micropolar fluid response [10]) generalizes the usual Navier-Stokes model
in three important respects: it allows for nonlinear constitutive relations between the
viscous part of the stress tensor and velocity gradients (this aspect is also present in
the work of Ladyzhenskaya [11, 12], Kaniel [13], and Du and Gunzburger [14]), it
allows for a dependence of the viscous stress on velocity gradients of order two or
higher (an aspect implicit in various regularizations of the Navier-Stokes equations
that have been studied by Lions [15], Temam [16], and Ou and Sritharan [17, 18])

ere
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and it introduces constitutive relations for higher-order stress tensors (moments of
stress) which must be present in the balance of energy equation as soon as higher-
order velocity gradients are admitted into the theory.

For an isothermal, incompressible, bipolar viscous fluid, the constitutive relations
studied in [9] assume the form

lij - ~Psij + 2'"o(e + M2P% ~ 2^i Aeu > (1 •1 la)

tijk = ^ (l.Hb)

where e = [ei]ei.){^1, 5tj is the Kronecker delta, the tjjk are the components of
the (first) multipolar stress tensor and e, fi0, H\, and a are constitutive parameters.
It is assumed in [9] that e, n0, and /u{ are positive and that 0 < a < 1; for
a = fil = 0, (1.1 la,b) reduce to Stokes' law (1.1); the constitutive relations (1.1 la,b)
with nl = 0 and a < 0, i.e., a = 2-p with p > 2, have been considered in the text
of Ladyzhenskaya [11], as well as in the recent papers by Du and Gunzburger [14]
and Bellout, Bloom, and Necas [19], as non-Newtonian generalizations of Stokes' law
which involve the nonlinear viscosity (p > 2 in [11], [14], and [19])

H{\e\) = ^0(e + \e\2)^~- (L12)

For the non-Newtonian model of viscous flow generated by (1.12) it is possible to
exhibit the existence of a unique regular weak solution to the associated boundary-
value problem for space dimension n = 2 when p >2 (for the case of a bounded
domain as well as in the space-periodic problem) and for space dimension n = 3
when p>\ (for the case of a bounded domain [11, 12]) and p > -y for the space-
periodic problem [19]). Our concern in this paper, however, will be with the model
governed by (1.1 la,b) when 0 < a < 1 and /Zj > 0.

The most striking aspect of the multipolar stress tensor tijk in (1.11b) is the
manner in which it influences the formulation of the initial-boundary value problem
for a bipolar fluid; indeed it has been demonstrated in [19] that the initial-boundary
value problem based on the constitutive theory (1.1 la,b) has the form (for a domain
QCR3):

pdit+'"Jf = "f|+24("(H)f«)" +ta °■* [0>T) <U3>
(where n is given by (1.12), with 1 < p < 2),

V • u = 0 in £2 x [0, T), (1.14)

and
V1 = 0' tijkvjvk = ®> ' - 1, 2> 3 on dSl X [0, T) (1-15)

(with prescribed initial conditions relative to u and |y) where v is the exterior unit
normal to dQ. In (1.13) p is the (constant) density and f is the external body force
vector; the second set of boundary conditions is a direct consequence of the principal
of virtual work (e.g., Toupin [5]) and expresses the condition that the first moments
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of the traction vanish on the boundary (similar boundary conditions are present in
the work of Bleustein and Green [8]).

For the initial-boundary value problem (1.13-1.15), with ji as given by (1.12), and
\ < p <2, existence of unique solutions has been proved in [20] and the existence
of a global compact attractor for the semigroup associated with (1.13-1.15) has been
demonstrated in [21]; the analogous results for the case p > 2 (with n1 > 0) may
be found in [19] and [22], Our concern in this paper, however, is with a much more
mundane problem for the bipolar viscous fluid, namely, the existence of equilibrium
solutions of the form (1.8) for the case where Q. is the domain bounded by two
concentric circular cylinders of radii r, and r2 that rotate with constant angular
velocities Q, and £22. Our considerations, therefore, are focused, for the special
problem referenced above, on the implications of the constitutive theory (1.11 a,b),
with 0 < a < 1, and n{ > 0, which means that 1 < p < 2 in the nonlinear viscosity
(1.12); this appears to be a more interesting and physically relevant case than the
one in which p > 2. Among the special problems considered in [9], with respect
to the constitutive theory (1.11 a,b), with 0 < a < 1, and //, >0, was that of
plane Poiseuille flow between parallel plates located (in the (jc,, x2, x3) Cartesian
coordinate system) at, say, x2 = ±a; it is easily shown that the boundary-value
problem associated with an equilibrium flow of this type has, for the bipolar viscous
fluid, the form

[e + ^u2(x2)j 1 u (x2) (x2)=px, (1.16)

u(±a) = 0, u (±a) — 0 (1.17)
where the velocity field of the flow is u = (u(x2) ,0,0) and px is the (constant) pres-
sure gradient. Solutions of (1.16), (1.17) are more properly denoted by u(x2 ; e, /zt),
for given a, 0 < a < 1 , and such solutions are proven, rigorously, in [9], to ex-
ist (classically) and to be unique. It is also demonstrated in [9] that u(x2; e, nx)
may be approximated, in the norm of C>+s(-a, a), 0 < 8 < \ , by the solutions
u0{x2) = u(x2\ 0,0) of the boundary-value problem

, -a/2\ ( i f2 \ ~a!L /
^0 |(l"o (*2)) "o(*2) = P,, (1-18)

«0(±a) = 0. (1.19)
It is easily shown [23] that u0(x2) has the representation

(2-a)/(l-a)l

u0(x2) = da

with

1 1*21

(£S)(\P\\a
\ va' /2

-a < x2< a (1-20)

(1.21)

and that the mean velocity associated with (1.20) is u0 = {jz^)da- By writing
the associated time-dependent problem for plane Poiseuille flow of a bipolar viscous
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fluid in nondimensional form it may be shown [23] that there are two generalized
Reynolds numbers associated with our problem, namely,

= and (,.22)

where U is a representative (mean) velocity, i/Q = pjp, vl = pjp; for a = 0,
reduces to the usual Reynolds number associated with the Stokes' constitutive law
(1.1). What is most interesting about the solution (1.20), (1.21) are the following
observations; namely, if lim^,- R!f' > \fl then

lim u'0(a) = — oo, lim u'0(-a) = + oo (1-23)
a—► 1 ~ a—»1-

while
dn

"o (xl)dx" = 0 for a > an (1-24)

with 0 < an < 1, for each integer n, and an —> 1 ~ as n —> oo; these results may
also be found in [23]. They indicate that for plane Poiseuille flow, the bipolar viscous
model based on (1.1 la,b), with 0 < a < 1, predicts profiles, as a —► f , which are in
accord with those produced by the Prandtl boundary-layer theory associated with the
Stokes' model, in the laminar regime, at sufficiently high Reynolds numbers; more
precisely, the profiles given by (1.20), (1.21) flatten, as a , both at the planes
at x2 = ±a, as well as with respect to x2 = 0. Similar observations are made in
[9] for the case of a proper (equilibrium) Poiseuille flow of a bipolar viscous fluid in
a circular pipe. For the case of plane (equilibrium) Poiseuille flow the observations
referenced above for the profiles w0(x>) remain valid for the profiles u(x2; e, p{),
when e and are sufficiently small, because of the continuous dependence result
of [9] which we have alluded to above. In fact, this continuous dependence on e and
px has been made explicit in [23] where it is proven that 3 C+, C,, C2 , all positive
and independent of both e and , such that

< u(x2; e, px) - u0(x2) (1-25)

< (1 + * ) ay/s + + (%/e + c2)ap
V yj\-aj I — a

where jl = pJ/J-q. For the problem of plane Poiseuille flow, within the context
of the bipolar model (1.11 a,b), with 0 < a < 1, results have also been obtained
concerning the existence and asymptotic stability of solutions to the initial-boundary
value problem for the time-dependent case [24]; also, for the case of steady plane
Poiseuille flow, i.e., the problem governed by the nonlinear boundary-value problem
(1.11 a,b), with 0 < a < 1 , results have also been obtained concerning the existence
and asymptotic stability of solutions to the initial-boundary value problem for the
time-dependent case [24]; for the case of steady plane Poiseuille flow, i.e., the problem
governed by the nonlinear boundary-value problem (1.16), (1.17), it has been proven
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[25] that under specific restrictions on the constitutive parameters e, n0, nl, and
a, the plate separation, and the (constant) pressure gradient, the solution vector

u# = (u(x2ie, //,), 0, 0) (1.26)

is the unique solution of the equilibrium problem (in three dimensions) correspond-
ing to (1.13-1.15), in the domain

C2a = {(X,, x2 , x3) | x2 e [-a, a], -oo < x,, x} < oo} , (1.27)

which satisfies the regularity condition

u-u# € H\na). (1.28)

In the present work we do not set for ourselves the task of establishing, within the
context of the bipolar model (1.11 a,b), with 0 < a < 1, as broad a range of results for
the problem of proper Couette flow as has been established, to date, for the problem
of plane Poiseuille flow; rather we shall content ourselves with deriving the relevant
nonlinear boundary-value problem, with solving, in closed form, that problem for the
case in which both e and are zero, and then proving the existence of a unique
solution that depends continuously on e and /i, as these constitutive parameters
tend to zero. Along the way we will compare our results to those predicted by the
classical solution, as given by (1.3), will study the limit of the tangential velocity
field as a —► 1 ~ , and will compute relevant quantities such as the frictional couple
exerted on the fluid inside a cylindrical surface of radius r by the fluid exterior to
that surface. Our results are expected to be of some utility to experimental fluid
dynamicists who are beginning to study the implications of non-Newtonian models
such as those governed by (1.1 la,b).

2. The nonlinear boundary-value problem. In Cartesian coordinates (jc, , x2, x3)
= (x, y, z), the equations of an incompressible bipolar viscous fluid assume the
form (1.13) where, without loss of generality, we will set p = 1 . We transform
our problem to cylindrical coordinates (r, 6, z) so that the velocity vector u has
components vr, vg , and vz that are related to the components un i = 1,2,3 by

Mj = vr cos 8 - ve sin 6,
u2 = vrsm6 + vecosd, (2.1)
w3 = vz.

We are going to look for solutions of (1.13), in cylindrical coordinates, of the form
(1.8); for such a velocity field (2.1) becomes

«j = -v(r)sin0,
u2 = i>(r)cos0, (2.2)
"3 = 0,

or 11 = (-v(r)sinO, v(r)cos6, 0). Since the angular velocity 6 = Q(r) = , we
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may also write u = (-Q(r)}>, Sl(r)x, 0). We recall the relations

dr dr— = cos 6, — = sin e,dX dy (2 3)
dd _ sin# 86 _ cos8
dx ~ r ' dy ~ r

Our task is now to express the quantities ei;, —-e,,., and Ae,, in terms of r and
J k J J

6; we begin by noting that, as a consequence of (2.2), (2.3),

du,A -
dx — - \r) - sin 6 cos 0,

du\ '/ \ • 2 « V(r) 2 0—- - -v (r) sin 8 — cos 8,dy r
du2 ^ 2 a v(r) . 2 „—— = v (r) cos 8 + —— sin 8,dx r

(2.4)

du7 ( ,
~dy~ V (r)-H«)si„ecoSe = -^i.r dx

For the sake of convenience we set

f{r) = v\r) - (2.5)

Now, for i — 1, 2, we compute for the convective derivatives appearing on the
left-hand side of (1.13):

du. du. v2(r)
-777- + w j — = — cos 8,
dt JdXj r

du7 du7 v2(r) . .
~dt+U'axJ = S,n

(2.6)

Also,

e11 = Ihc = ~/(r)sin 0 cos 0 = -5/(0 sin 20,
du.,

e22 ~ = /(r) sin 0 cos 0 = ^/(r) sin 20, (2.7)

ei2
1 (du. du2\ .

= e» = 2(a7+ta) = 5/Wcos2"'

and ejj = 0, otherwise. From (2.6) it follows that

~ 2

We now set
-a/2

ef =eiieii = jf2(r)' (2-8)

h(r)= (e + I/V)) Q m (2.9)
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and compute that
d Un i lril2^-a/2

dx*zl{e + \e\Ta/ en\

= -^^[(e + k|2) "'2f(r) sin 26]

= -~lHr)sm2e]
(2.10)

= ^h'(r) sin 20 cos 6 - ^(j) cqs sjn g^j

An analogous computation produces

J~[(£ + \e\2)~allen] = ^ (h\r) cos 20 sin0 - sin 20 cos0^ (2.11)

and, therefore,

^[(e + \e\2)~a'2en\ + ^[(e + \e\2)~a'2en] = - Qh\r) + ^y-^j sin0. (2.12)

In a similar manner we have

^•[(e + \e\2) a/2e2l] = ^ ^h'(r) cos 26 cos 6 + sin26 sin 6^J (2.13)

and

^-[(e + \e\2)~a^2e22] = ^ (^h'(r) sin 26 sin 6 + cos 26 cos O^j (2.14)

so that

^[(e + \e\2)~a,2e2x] + A[(e + |e|2p/2e22] = cos 6. (2.15)

Our next set of computations is directed at producing the components of the tensor

T'Jk = dx~k^e,j^

Note that, by virtue of (1.1 lb), tljk = 2julTjJk . We have, as a consequence of (2.7),

t">=Le»=-5/'wUsin29-/<r)cos2^
so that

t1u = -\f\r) sin 26 cos 6 + cos 26 sin 6 (2.16)
and, in a similar manner,

Tii2 = -3/ V)sin20sin0 - ^-y- cos 26 cos 6, (2.17)

T221 T222 ~ T112 ' (2-18)

t,21 = 2/'(r)cos20cos# -)- £ip. sin 26 sin 6, (2.19)

t 122 = 2/V)cos 2^ sin 6 - yy- sin 20 cos 6, (2.20)

T211=T121> T212 = T122' (2-21)
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and tijk = 0, otherwise. Since the fluid is assumed to be confined between rigid
cylinders of radii rj and r2 (>ri)>

J for r = r2 : ul = cos 9, v2 = sin 9,
1 for r — r, : v, = — cos 9, v2 = - sin 6.

Therefore, the second set of boundary conditions in (1.15) becomes

t V V, I = 2U, T, , V V, I\]k j k'r=r2 Ijk j k< r=r2

= 2/Z[ (ij 1J + Tj 12^11>2 "t" ^122^2 ) (2.23)

= ~nlf\r2) sin 9 = 0,
tijkvjvk\r=rx = -Hj'irjsm 9 = 0, (2.24)

hjkVjVk\r=ri =1^2jkVjVk\r=r2

= 2/ij (t21 j ^212^1 ̂ 2 ^221 ^222^2 ) (2-25)

= /U,/V2)COS0 = 0,
t2jkU)Vk\r=ri = Hxf\rx)cos9 = 0. (2.26)

The first set of boundary conditions in (1.15) is, of course, just the same as for the
classical model, i.e.,

^ = Cl(r2) = n2, ^ = Q(r1) = Q1. (2.27)
2 rl

Our next task is to express the terms Aetj, in cylindrical coordinates, for the
special steady motion defined by (1.8). We begin by recalling a series of trigonometric
identities, namely

sin 29 cos 9 + cos 29 sin 9 — sin 39,
sin 29 cos 9 - cos 29 sin 9 — sin 9,

and

-^(sin20cos0) = ^(3 cos 30 + cos 6),
du 2

-^(cos29 sin 9) — 4(3 cos 30 - cos0),
du 2

cos 26 cos 9 - sin 29 sin 9 = cos 39,
cos 29 cos 9 + sin 29 sin 9 = cos 9,

~ (cos 29 cos 9) = -4(3 sin 39 + sin0),
du 2

-^(sin20sin9) = 4(3sin30 - sin0).
du 2

We now compute, with the aid of (2.28a-d), that
^2 . I

—2eu — - sin20cos0 - — y'(3cos 39 + cos9)9x

+ rxcos20sin# + ^y(3cos30 - cos 9)0X

(2.28a)

(2.28b)

(2.28c)

(2.28d)
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or
r\2 | \ f

~ — -/"sin20cos2 0 = j—(3cos30 + cos0)sin#
dx2 11 2 4 r

+ cos 20 sin 0 cos 0 - ^ — (3 cos 30 - cos0) sin0
(2.29)

and, in a like fashion,

6?
dy

r\ 2 * | W

—~e.. = - -/"sin20sin2 0 - - — (3sin30 - sin0)cos0
flv2 11 2J 4 r v '

(2.30)
- j cos20sin 0 cos0 + ^^(3sin30 + sin 0) cos0

so that

= 7 + ̂ rW<f. (2.31)
As is easily verified, a series of calculations entirely analogous to those that led to

(2.31) now yield the following:

Ae22 = -Aen, (2.32)

A ?12= (i/" + ^-^-)c°s20, (2.33)

Ae21=A<?12, (2.34)

and Aet] = 0, otherwise. If we now set

S(r) = -\f" (2.35)

then (2.31-2.34) can be expressed as

Aen = g(r) sin 20 = -Aen,
Aen = -g(r) cos 20 = A*>21 , (2.36)
Aetj — 0 (otherwise).

Progressing in a more or less methodical fashion with the computation of the
components of the vector ^-(Aeij) we have, by virtue of (2.36), and (2.3):

^(Aeu) = g sin20 cos 0 - ^y- cos20 sin 0, (2.37a)

(Aen) = g sin 20 sin 0 + — cos 20 cos 0, (2.37b)

and

~(Aeu) = g' sin 20 sin 0 + —
dy 11 r

(Ae.2) — -g cos20 cos 0 - — sin 20 sin 0, (2.37c)

-^-(Aen) = -g cos20 sin 0 + — "dy lz r{Aen) = -g cos20 sin 0 + — sin 20 cos 0. (2.37d)
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Therefore, for i — 1 :

while for i = 2:

= (V + y")sin0>

d d d
d^{Ae2J] = a^21 + oJ>Ae22

(2.38)

('*¥)

(2.39)
cos 6.

Finally, with p = p(r, 9):
dp dp I dp— = — cos<? - - ^sinfl,dx dr r dd
dp dp . n 1 dp— = — sin0 + - — cos0.dy dr r dd

(2.40)

To synthesize the approximate set of equations, for the proper Couette flow of a
bipolar viscous fluid, now we combine (2.6), (2.40), (2.12), (2.15), (2.38), and (2.39),
where f(r), h(r), and g(r) are given, respectively, by (2.5), (2.9), and (2.35), and
we obtain the relations:

dp 1 dp v (r)
— cos 9 —rr sin 9 - p—— cos 8dr rdd r

= -2^0 sin 0 + 2nx (V + ^ sin 9,
(2.41)

(2.42)

dp I dp v{r)
— sin 9 + --rrcos 9 - p - sin 9dr rdd v

= 2^o {^2 + 7^ cos6 ~ (g/ + T") cos d~

Multiplying (2.41) by cos 0, (2.42) by sin 9 and, adding, we find that

f-pV^= 0. (2.43)dr r
Multiplying (2.41) by cos 9 , and (2.42) by sin 9 , and, now, subtracting the resulting
equations, we obtain

7§f = 2/i° (t + 7) + 2^ (g'+ t) (2'44)
where p = p(r, 9). Associated with (2.43), (2.44) are the boundary conditions
(2.27), i.e.,

BC0(r,) : ^ = £l(r,.) = Q,, i = 1,2 (2.45)
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as well as those that follow from (2.24-2.26), namely, for i = 1, 2

BC"i (r(.): t{jkvjvk\r=fj = -filf'(ri) sin 6 = 0, (2.46)

BC2(r«) : hjkV]Vk\r=rl = COs6 = °" (2-47)

Multiplying (2.46) by sin 6, and subtracting the result from (2.47), multiplied
through by cos 6, we easily obtain

^/'(r.) = 0, i= 1,2 (2.48)

so that our final set of boundary conditions for the system (2.43), (2.44) is just (2.45)
and (2.48). By simply noting that h' + 2h/r = (r2h)'/r2, with the similar result for
g(r), it is clear that (2.44) can be rewritten in the form

= ^2h)' + 2nx (r2g)'. (2.49)

If > 0 and, as in the classical situation, we look for a solution for which || = 0,
then our boundary-value problem may be summarized as follows: find v = v(r) such
that

li0(r2h)' + 2nx{r2g)' = 0, 0<r,<r<r2, (2.50)
t>(r|.) = £2|ri, /= 1,2, (2.51)

f\ri) = 0, / = 1, 2, (2.52)

where f(r) = v\r) - ^ , h(r) = (e + {f2(r))'a/2 f{r), g(r) = -\f'\r) - +
^4^ > and 0 < a < 1 . Once the tangential velocity distribution v(r) has been
determined by (2.51-2.52), and it will be shown in §4 that a uniquely defined solution
exists, the pressure distribution p = p(r) may be deduced by integration of (2.43).

It will turn out to be useful, with respect to the analysis that follows, to rewrite the
boundary-value problem (2.50-2.52) in terms of the angular velocity Q(r) = v(r)/r;
to this end we note the series of identities

f(r) = ril'(r), (2.53a)

h(r)= ^ + I(rt2'(r))2^ ° rQ'(r), (2.53b)

g(r) = -1 frQ'"(r) + 3«"(r) - , (2.53c)

from which it follows that (2.50-2.52) is equivalent to

r3fi'(r)
(8 + {(rn'(r)2f2

+ H(r3ri"{r) + 3r2Q"(r) - 3rCi'(r))' = 0, (2.54)

Q(r() = Q;, i = 1,2, (2.55)
(r£l'(r))V/) = 0, i = l,2, (2.56)

with fi = , and p(r) determined by (2.43).
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3. The bipolar viscous fluid with e = nl = 0. In the special case where e =
= 0 the boundary-value problem (2.50-2.52) (equivalently, (2.54-2.56)) may be

integrated in closed form and it is instructive to compute this solution for 0 < a < 1.
For the mathematical analysis of existence, uniqueness, and continuous dependence,
which is presented in the next section, it is more advantageous to work with (2.50-
2.52); in the present situation it is better to work with (2.50-2.52). Thus, with
e = = 0 in (2.50) we have

A>) + 7*a(r) =0 (3-1)

with
h (r) - 2a/2 • ^a^ (3 2)
ai j Ifjr)la { )

and fa(r) = v'a(r) - . Integrating (3.1), and noting (3.2), we have for some ca

f (r) cJ av '   a

I fa(r)\a r2. (3.3)r
We now make the assumption that for 0 < rl < r < r2,

/a(r)>0«<(r)>0 (3.4)

in which case c > 0, and for 0 < a < 1,a ' '

fair) = = xarma~l), > 0. (3.5)

From the definition of f(r) it follows easily from (3.5) that, for 0 < r, < r < r2 ,

=Aar(3_a)/(a_1), 0 < a < 1. (3.6)

Integration of (3.6) now yields (for some constant Sa, and with t]a - jAq(m - 1))

va(r) = r,ar{a+l)l{a-l) +Sar, 0 < a < 1 (3.7)

for 0 < r, < r < r2, as the expression for the tangential velocity field, while for the
angular velocity we have, of course,

na(r) = *lar2l{a~1) + 8a> 0 < a < 1. (3.8)

Applying the boundary conditions (2.51) and (2.52) we easily find that

1a = 2/(a— i) 2/(a—i) ' 0 < a < 1, (3.9a)
r\ 2

0 2/(0,-1) _0 2/(a—1)

= In n /r' n > 0<a<l, (3.9b)a 2/(a—l) _ 2/(or 1) - v >
2 'l

and, therefore, for 0 < a < 1,

^ (^Xr2(a~X)-^2r\l(a~X)\.. , ( "i-^2 ^ >+!)/(«-!)
V V r2/(a-l) _ r2/(a-l) J r + ^r2/(a-l) _ r2/(a-l) J r " (3"10)
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Remarks.
1. For a — 0 it is easy to check that (3.10) reduces to the classical result as

described by (1.3).
2. It is interesting to note the result for limQ^,- va(r) as given by (3.10). First

of all we may write (since a - 1 = -\a - 11, 0 < a < 1) that
(«+!)/(«-1) _  r,(fl) - fl2) 

w rIa

S =Q,a 2

(■ - a
^ r(a+l)/("-l) _

(5) ©2"°"'

y«+l)/|a-l|

2 I

where r2 > r > r, ; therefore _> o as a —► f . Also
i|

1

(^)
2/|a-l| - 1

so that Sa —* £l2 as a —> 1~ . Thus for Q2 > , va(r) —> Q2r as a —> 1~ ,
which is a rigid-body rotation in which the tangential stresses are everywhere
zero.

3. It is a relatively easy task to compute the tangential stress on an element of
the surface of a cylinder of radius r,rl < r < r2, if the tangential velocity
distribution is prescribed by (3.10). We note that, as a consequence of (1.10)
and (3.10),

1 2/(q—1) /-j 1 i \ere = —[rtar > rx<r<r2 (3.11)

and

k|2 = 5 (»'M - ^)2 = j(2eref = 24 (3.12)
Therefore, with e = = 0, 0 < a < 1 ,

2 a/2 —I \—a
tre = 2^2ere] ere = 2 1fioere

since t]a < 0 for fi2 > Q, and r2> rx . Substituting for r\n in the above expression
for trg and simplifying, we obtain, for 0 < a < 1,

1—a

tre ~ 2 Q2-Ql "2. (3.13)
L(1_a)(r2/(—)_r2/(«-»)J

For the frictional couple exerted on the fluid inside a cylindrical surface of radius r
by the fluid outside, r, < r < r2, we then have

1—a

(3.14)2nr2trg = 2l !tt/z0 a2-al
.(1 -Q)(rf/(a-1)-r22/(Q-,).

which is, of course, in agreement with the classical result (1.2) for a = 0 .
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4. Existence, uniqueness, and continuous dependence. In this section we will estab-
lish the existence of a unique solution to the boundary-value problem (2.54-2.56),
in an appropriate class of functions, and then show that the solution depends con-
tinuously on the parameters e and n as both e -» 0+ and n —* 0+ ; in a sense that
will be made precise below, this analysis will justify our study of the case in which
e = /i, = 0, i.e., the situation in which (2.54-2.56) reduces to the boundary-value
problem

_3/V/ n'

(rfi'(r))Q
= 0, rx<r<r2, (4.1a)

a (r;.) = Q,. (4.1b)

whose solution is

a (r). ( n.-n, \ + (4 2)
- ^r2/(a-l) _ r2/(a-l) Jr + ^ ^/(a-l) _ ^/(o-l) J

for r, < r < r2, 0 < a < 1. When a = nx = 0, (2.54-2.56) reduces to the
boundary-value problem based on the Stokes' constitutive law, namely,

(rV(r))' = 0, r, < r < r2, (4.3a)
il(ri) = Q;, / = 1,2 (4.3b)

whose unique solution, viz.,

(4'4)

may be obtained either from (1.3) or from (4.2), upon setting a = 0. We note that
O0(r) satisfies

(rX'(r) + 3r20Z(r) - 3rQ'0(r))' = 0 (4.5)

on (rx, r2) but that

(rti0(r))' = ~ j ? 0. (4.6)

Finally, when /i, = 0, the boundary-value problem (2.54-2.56) reduces to

r3Q'(r)
e + lJrQ.'(r))2f2

0, rx<r<r2, (4.7a)

Q(r,.) = Q,., i = l,2 (4.7b)

whose solution (granted that one exists and is uniquely determined) will be denoted as
Qr a(r). In fact, if we denote the solution of the boundary-value problem (2.54-2.56)
as Q(r;£,//, a)—again, granted that one exists and is uniquely determined—then
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we clearly have the identifications:

Qa,£(r) = e' 0' a)'
£20(r) = ft(r; e, 0, 0), (4.8)
ajr) = Q(r; 0, 0, a) = Qa>0(r).

Our first theorem concerns the existence and uniqueness result for the system (2.54-
2.56):

Theorem 4.1. For //, > 0 (■»//> 0) the boundary-value problem (2.54-2.56) has
a unique solution Q (r; e, fi, a), in HQ (r, , r2), for all a such that 0 < a < 1 , and
for all e > 0.

Proof. The case a = 0 is trivial; when a = 0, (2.54-2.56) reduces to the linear
boundary-value problem

-(r3Q'(r))' + n(r3Q'"(r) + 3r3Q"(r) - 3r£2'(r))' = 0 (4.9a)

for rl < r < r2, with

Q(r,) = Q, i = l,2, (4.9b)
(rfl'(r))'(rf) = 0, / = 1, 2, (4.9c)

which has by the standard theory for linear boundary-value problems [24], a unique
solution in H (rp r2); actually, it is easy to show that the unique solution of (4.9a,b,c)
lies in C00(r1, r2).

Now, consider the case where 0 < a < 1 . We denote by Q(r) the unique classical
solution of the boundary-value problem

(r3&"(r) + 3r2Q"(r) - 3rQ'(r))' = 0 (4.10a)

for rx<r <r2, with, once again

£l(r,.) = Q,., i — 1,2, (4.10b)
(rQ'(r))'(r.) = 0, i= 1,2. (4.10c)

We note that Q(r) e C°°(r1, r2) and that although, as a consequence of (4.5),
the classical solution £20(r) of (4.3a,b), satisfies (4.10a), Q(r) ± Q0(r) by virtue of
(4.6). If we set

u(r) = Q(r; e, fi, a) - Q(r) (4.11)

then, as a consequence of (2.54)-(2.56), coupled with (4.10a,b,c), we easily find that,
for rx < r < r2, u(r) satisfies

rV(r) + Q(r))
2,a/2e+ ±(ru'(r) + rQ.'{r))2)

+ n(r3u"(r) + 3r2u"(r) - 3ru'(r))' = 0,

(4.12a)
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«(r.) = 0, 1 = 1,2, (4.12b)
(ru'(r))'(ri) = 0, / = 1, 2. (4.12c)

Thus, in order to show that (2.54)-(2.56) possesses a unique solution in H0(rl, r2),
it is sufficient to prove that (4.12a,b,c) has a unique solution in HQ(r, r2).

Let H = H^2+a(rl, r2) with 0 < a < 1/2 and denote by WM the closed ball of
radius M > 0 in HQ (r,, r2). As a consequence of standard embedding results [24,
25], we know that WM is compactly embedded in H for any a < 1/2. For the sake
of convenience, we define the linear map L by

(.Lu){r) = /*(rY'V) + 3r2u\r) - 3ru\r))' (4.12d)

and for a fixed, but arbitrary, h e V we consider the linear boundary-value problem

r3(/*'(r) + Q'(r))(Lw)(r) =
e + Urh'(r) + rQ'(r))2)a/2

rx<r<r2, (4.14a)
 ^ r n i r i i ri « ■ r- 1 i i <

M(ri) = (r«'(r))V/) = 0, / = 1, 2. (4.14b)

With

we have

a{p,q)= [ p{r)(Lq)(r) dr (4.15)
Jr<

a(u ,u) = n f (r3u"'(r) + 3r2u"(r) - 3ru\r))'u{r) dr
Jr\

= ~H f (r3u"(r) + 3rV(r) - 3ru (r))u (r) dr

= -n [r(r(ru')')' - 4ru'(r)]u'(r) dr

H f r[(ru')'2 + 4u'2(r)]dr
Jr.

and, therefore

= n f r[r2u\r)2 + 2ru"(r)u\r) + 5u'2(r)]dr
•*ri

a{u, u) > J [r3w"(r)2 + ru'2(r)] dr
(4-16)

> "oilMll//02(r,,r2)

where a0 = |/imin(r3, r,). By the Lax-Milgram Lemma [24] we may conclude that
the boundary-value problem (4.14a,b) has a unique solution u e H^{rx, r2) that
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satisfies

a0
r\h'(r) + n'(r))

e+ ±(rh'(r) + rO.'(r))2)al2

1 p -,a/2 _3 — a | , rV I'—Q i

0

L\rt,r2)

<-||2"'V-|/r'(r) + n'(r)r
1 a/2

1 ^/2 /"' 20-1/.^.S"J rt

x||A'(r) + n'(r)llivijr2)
where we have used the Holder inequality. Thus

INI^(r|>,2)<cpV) + nV)ll[vlir2) (4-17)

with C = j-2Q^2[/rr2 r ' ° ' (ir]a/2 . We now apply Young's inequality, i.e.,

|a| • |6| < <r|a|p + a l\b\" , 1 + 1 = 1
/> P

to (4.17), with p — 1/(1 — a) and <7 = 5, and we obtain the estimate

NI^I.r2)^il|AV) + nV)lliVl.r2) + C
(4.18)

<i(l|//IU.(r„f2) + ll^.(f,;r2)) + c

with C = C(a; Tj, r2) independent of u .
We now define the mapping T : h —» « where for each fixed h £ V, u is the

unique solution of the boundary-value problem (4.14a,b). By virtue of the estimate
(4.18), 3M > 0 sufficiently large such that T : WM —* WM; we want to show that
the map T is continuous. For h{, h2 e WM , we set u, = Thx and u1 — Th1. Then

H{r\u. - «.)'" + 3r2{u. - «,)" - 3r(u. - «,)')'

rV^ + flV))
2,(0

r3(/z;(r) + ft'(r))
z2(r)

(4.19)

with
^f-(r) = (e + i(^,'(r) + rQt{r)f)a/2 , 1 = 1, 2. (4.20)

Multiplying (4.19) by w, - u2, integrating the result over (r,, r2), and then integrat-
ing by parts, we obtain

H f [r3(u[ - u2f + 3 r2(w, - u2)" - 3 r(«, - m2)']'(m, - u2) dr
'r\

[r2 r\h[(r) + n'(r)), , rh r\h'2(r) + ft'(r)),

(4.21)
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Now, from (4.21), the definition of the bilinear form a in (4.15), and the estimate
(4.16), we have

"OH". - UlW^(„,r2) ̂  1 " UJdr

i:
f2 r - u2)'(h[ + ti)[zx{r) - z2{r)]
' z,(r)-z2(r)

(4.22)

where we have added (and subtracted) the integral fr2 r (/li,+n \u2 - «,)' dr. For

the case where e > 0 we have, clearly, that zf.(r) > ea/2 for i = 1,2 and, since
hl,h2,ul,u2eWM, 3N> 0 such that

\ut\<N, Kl<W, |Aj|<AT, z = 1, 2. (4.23)
Using this information now in (4.22) we find the estimate

aoK - U2W//0V, ,r2) ̂  [ 2 \hl(r) - h'l(r)\ dr
o

47V2 r3 rr2
+ —-sr1 \zx{r)~ z2{r)\dr.

t Jr.

(4.24)

Noting that with t](Q = (e + \t?)al2, for £ e Rl, the derivative t]'(Q =
\C(e + 3C2)~a/2 bounded on compact subsets of , and taking account of (4.23),
and the definition of z.(r), / — 1,2, i.e., (4.20), we have, for some Cx > 0

|z,(r) - z2(r)| < Cx\{rh\{r) + rft'(r)) - (,rh'2(r) + rfi'(r))l

or
|z,(r)-z2(r)|<C,r|A;(r)-A;(r)|. (4.25)

Combining (4.25) with (4.24) we, therefore, deduce the existence of a C > 0, inde-
pendent of u., / = 1,2, such that

llMl _ W2HHl(rt ,r2) — ̂ 11^1 ~ ^11 H^r, ,r2) ' (4-26)
thus establishing the continuity of the map T : WM -* WM for the case in which
e > 0. On the other hand, if e = 0 then by (4.16) and (4.21) we have

Qoll"l "2II //„2(r,,r2)

~a/2 f 2 3—a, ' '< 2 / r (m, - u2
Jr.

h'2 + n' h\ + Q'
J^ + Q'r \h\+a'

(4 .27)dr.

However, for arbitrary a, b e /?' , and 0 < a < 1 , it is an easy exercise to verify the
elementary inequality

W~w\-2°w~bl'~°' (4'28)
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Combining, in this case, (4.23), (4.27), and (4.28), we find, with the help of the
Holder inequality, that

aollWl ~ ff02(r,,r2) — C2
-M

-,(l-a)/2

for some C2, C3 > 0. Therefore, with C4 = C3/a0

H"l ~~ MH20(rt,r2) - Qi^l ~

and the continuity of T : WM —► WM again follows, this time for the case e = 0.
As a direct consequence of the Schauder fixed-point theorem we may now conclude

that there exists, for M > 0 sufficiently large, a unique u e WM such that Tu — u;
this establishes, of course, the existence of a unique solution u of the boundary-value
problem (4.12a,b,c), for n > 0, and, hence, for the original boundary-value problem
(2.54)-(2.56). □

We now turn our attention to the boundary-value problem (4.7a,b) which is, of
course, what the boundary-value problem (2.54)-(2.56) formally reduces to if we set
H = 0; our basic result may be stated as follows:

Theorem 4.3. For e > 0, the boundary-value problem (4.7a,b) has a unique solution
in Hl(rl, r2).

Proof. For e = 0 the unique solution of (4.7a,b), £\(r) = Qa 0(r), is given
explicitly by (4.2); so we turn to the case in which e > 0. We will first establish the
uniqueness of solutions to (4.7a,b) under the assumption that solutions do exist in
Hl(rl, r2). So, suppose that <y,, co2 e Hl(rl, r2) are solutions of (4.7a,b). Then

r3(o\(r)
.(e + i (ra)\(r))2)a'2

+
r3oj'2(r)

(e + %(rco'2(r)) )2W2 = 0. (4.30)

We note that wi(r() = , <y2(r.) — i = 1,2. Multiplying (4.30) by co] - a>2.
and integrating by parts, we obtain

2 2/ 'r (w, -co2)
roj\(r) ra)'2{r) dr — 0. (4.31)

_(s + \(rco\(r))Y2 (.e + L2(rco'2(r))2)a'\

Now for any a, b € Rl , e > 0, and 0 < a < 1 , we have the elementary inequality

(a-b)
f \

b
I/72W2 / ,,9\q/2(e -l- J a ) (e + 3 ft2) j

> 0 (4.32)

and, therefore, as a direct consequence of (4.31) we have u>'x = w2 a.e. on [r{, r2].
However, iy,(r,.) = <y2(r.), / = 1, 2; so gj, = co2 a.e. on (r,, r2) and it follows that
solutions of (4.7a,b) in //'(r,, r2) are unique if they exist. □
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We now want to establish the existence of solutions to (4.7a,b), for e > 0, in
Hl (r,, r2); in the course of doing this we will also prove that the unique solution of
(2.54)-(2.56) converges, as n —> 0+ , to the unique solution of (4.7a,b), in the norm
of Cl+°, for 0 < a < 1/2, thus establishing the continuous dependence of solutions
of (2.54)-(2.56) on ji as fi-* 0+ . The continuous dependence result just cited will
be formally delineated in Theorem 3 once the present proof has been completed.

As in the proof of Theorem 1, i.e., (4.11), we set u{r) = Cl(r ; e, n, a)-Q(r) with
Q(r; e, n, a) the unique solution of (2.54)-(2.56), for n > 0, and Q(r) the unique
solution of (4.10a,b,c). We also set

s(r) = u'(r),

WJr) = rQ\r),
(4.33)

W{r) = rSl\r; e, n, a),

z(r) = e + \ W2{r).

Clearly, both u(r) and s(r) depend on n, but we will refrain, for the time being,
from writing u^(r) or s (r). Using the notation in (4.11), (4.33), and the fact that
£2(r) satisfies (4.10a), we may rewrite (2.54) in the form

r2W(r) + /i(rV'(r) + 3rV(r) - 3rs(r)) - 0. (4.34)
_Z(r)a/2

Integrating (4.34) over (r,, r), for r <r2, we find that

2

- ^1/2 + ^S+ ^S~ ^ = Af (4'35)

where
2

Am = + P(ris"(ri) + 3v'(ri) - 3r1s(r,)). (4.36)
^ (ri)

By virtue of (2.55) and (4.10b),

f 2 s(r)dr = u(r2)-u(rt)
Jri

= (ft(r2) - «(r2)) - («(r,) - «(r,))
= 0.

(4.37)

Therefore, if we multiply (4.35) by s(r), integrate over {rx, r2), and then integrate
by parts, we obtain

Jrt Z{r)a/2 Jr, Z(r)a/2

+ /i [ * r[(rs(r)f + 4s2(r)]dr = 0
Jrt

(4.38)
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where we have used (4.37), the obvious relation rs(r) - W(r) - WQ(r), and the fact
that as (rs(r))'(r,) = 0, for i = 1,2,

f (rV'(r) + 3r2s'(r) - 3rs(r))s{r) dr
Jrt

= f 2[r{r(rs{r))')' - 4rs{r)]s(r) dr (4.39)
■/ri

= ~ [ '"[("(r))'2 + 4s2(r)]dr.
Jr\

Now, for e > 0, we set

Then Vr e E,,
Ee = {r | W2(r) > 2e}. (4.40)

rW/2(r) r^2(r) 2-a
 y = 7 , : \a,2 > (4-41)ZWa/Z (e + \w\r))

while Vr € {[r, , r2]/Ee} = Ece we have \fV(r)\2~a < (2e)(2_a)/'2. Therefore

flWWr*-J \W{r)\2~adr + J e\W(r)\2~a dr
'"l

< — [ r^ ^jdr + (2e)(2 a)/2 meas(^)
~ Jr, Z(r)a/2

(4.42)

where meas(£^) < r2 - r, . Combining (4.38) with (4.42) we obtain the estimate

J 21W(r)\2~a dr + ~ p r[(rs(r))'2 + 4s2(r)]dr
* (4-43>

By virtue of the Holder inequality, and the definition of Z(r), i.e., (4.33), we have
the following estimate for the integral on the right-hand side of (4.43):

I/.r2 rW(r)W0(r)
dr

Z{r)a/2

<2a/1 ^ r\W{r)\X-a\W0{r)\dr (4.44)
Jrt

< 2a/2
(l-a)/(2-a)

P\W(r)\2 adr ■ U'\rWQ{r)\2 adr
1/(2—a)

Applying the Young inequality to (4.44), with p = and a = -^n > we now
that

1 f2
r, dr <\p \W{r)\2-adr + C, (4.45)
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with Ct independent of both pi and e, where we have used the fact that H^(*) €
L°°(rl, r2). Combining (4.43) with (4.45) we are led to the estimate

T \W{r)\2 adr + ^ P r[rs(r)f + 4 s\r)]dr
Jr, r\ Jr, (4.46)

<2(2ef Q)/2(r2-r1) + 2C,.

For our next set of estimates, we multiply (4.35) by (,rs(r))", integrate over
(r,, r2), and then integrate by parts; since

\ [ 2(rs(r))" dr = A (rs(r))'
r->

= 0 (4.47)

and

fJr,
(rV'(r) + 3r2s\r) - 3rs(r))(rs(r))" dr

= f [r2(rs(r))"2 + 3(rs(r))'2 + r2s'{r)(rs(r))"]dr
'r,

we obtain

P (rs(r))'dr + M P r2(rs(r)f dr
Jr\ Lz(r) J Jr>

+ 3nf (rs(r))'2 dr + ju f r2s'(r)(rs(r))" dr — 0.
Jr. J r,

We now note that

>„7/_xV
(rs(r))' drLr> I r2W(r)

LZ(r)a/2

-I,(2rW(r) 2
, \Z(r)al2

W(r) (rs(r))' dr

2r
W(r)

Z(r)
W'{r)dr

(4.48)

(4.49)

Z{r)al2

n 2 W{r) , , (r
= /, ' W (r)dr — J ^

+ r^g(«(r))^A, Z(r)a/2

f2 2 [ W(r) ] , p PT(r) 2../, ,= / r  ^ W (r)dr+ /  
Jrt _Z(r)a/2_ Jr, Z(r)a/2 0

[r2 2rW(r),
+ /  ("('")) ^r

Jrx Z(r)a'2

where we have used the fact that rs(r) = W(r) - W^(/") as well as the boundary
conditions ^'(r ) = (rfl^r))'^) = 0, i = 1,2. For the first integral on the right-
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hand side of the last equation in (4.50), we compute that

W{r)r W'(r) dr

-L
Z(r)a'2

r> 2 W,2(r) fe + + (1 -a)W2{r)
(4.51)

r  JJ < -—:—I > dr.
Z{r)a,2\ 1 + {W2(r) J

However, Va such that 0 < a < 1,

1 - a < £ + < 1, Vr]> 0. (4.52)
e + jV

Therefore, combining (4.49)-(4.52) we easily obtain the estimate

,p2 w'2{r) , [r2 2, , ,,//2 ,
r — ,1/2 dr + n r {rs(r)) dr

Jr\ Z[r) Jri

+ 3fi J {rs(r))'2 dr <-/i J r2s'(r)(rs(r))" dr (4.53)

J,, Z(r)"12 J,, Z(r) '
Using the Young inequality, and the estimate (4.46), we now note the following series
of estimates for the first integral on the right-hand side of (4.53):

-H p r2s\r){rs{r))" dr
Jri

< fi f \rs'(r)\-\r(rs{r))"\drA
r2s'2(r)dr \j* r2(rs(r))

/2 r „r 1 1/2
"2 Jdr

~ 2

- 2

1
- 2

1
- 2

\-H f r2(rs(r))"2 dr + 2/u f r2s'2{r)drA A
\n f 2 r2(rs(r))"2 dr + 2/i f 2[(rs(r))' - s(r)]2 dr
z Jr\ Jri

nj r2(rs(r))"2 dr + f (rs{r))'2 - s2(r)) dr
r\ Jrt

n f 2 r2(rs(r))"2 dr + P r[(rs(r)f - s2(r)]dr.
Jr, r\ Jr,

Therefore,

-/z f r2s (r){rs{r))" dr
'r\

< J'* r2(rs(r))"2 dr + 4(r2 - r, )(2e)(2~a)/2 + 4C..
(4.54)
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For the second integral on the right-hand side of (4.53), we have the estimates

P , 2II■/( A/  —Lnir ^n(r)) drJr, Z(r)a/2 0

< 2a/1 P \W{r)\x-a\{r2W^r))'\dr (4.55)
Jr,

<\f*\W{r)\2-adr + C{

where we have, once again, used the Holder and Young inequalities, and C, is
independent of both n and e . Finally, for the last integral on the right-hand side
of (4.53), we compute that

f'Wq.WryjdrJ r, Z(r)ajl

< P 2rW(r) , , fr2 2rW(r) , ,
/  -W {r)dr + /  y-pr ■ WJr) drJr, Z(r)a/ Jr, Z(r)a/2 0

< 2 ^(r) rW'(r)
Z(r)

1/2

dr

2jjrl2, _\ 1 '/2

1 ,, . [r> r2W/2(r) , 8 f2 W2(r)
< «(1 -a)/  Trdr+-  /  —kdr2 Jr, Z(r)a/2 ^-a Jr, Z{r)a/2

..2 rir>2 ,1, jvrw,, 8 f'2 ... .2—a ,-2{i-a)JriW^dr + i—«km dr-

(4.56)

Z{r)a' J,, Z(r)°

since rs(r) = W(r) — WQ(r). However,

I A, Z(r)a/ 0

<2f+1 nmr^y^dr (4.57)
Jr\

<\j^\W{r)\2-adr + C2

with C2 independent of /i and e, while

|7,, ZM°'

/"i

[r-2^*"" <4-5s»
J,, Z(r)"2 _ Jr: Z(rf1 \
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Combining (4.53)-(4.58) with (4.46) we obtain an estimate of the form
_2 „,/2,fr2 r W (r) , n n 2. , w,2.zj^ 1^1, rMr)) *

+ 7^- f'lrslrlfdr1 - a A,

<C3(l+(r2-r1)(2e)(2-a)/2)

(4.59)

with C3 independent of both /z and e. We now set

rw dc
viW) = / —,7 m- (4-6°)

io (e + tt2)"1*'o (e + K)
Then, as a consequence of estimate (4.59) we obtain

2
dr

=rJ rx

r2 W/2(r) dr (4.61)
(e + I^2(r))a/2

(2-o)/2.<C3(l+(r2-r1)(2e)

Since ^(-) is an even function and

 1 < 2a/Vfa/2
(e+,C2)a/4-^ Kl

we have, for 0 < a < 1 ,

|^(^)| = ^(|^|)
< 2a/4(l -a/2)_1|H^|'"a/2 (4.62)
< 4|^|'"a/2.

Employing the estimate (4.46), in conjunction with the bound (4.62), we see that
3 i//Q > 0 (const.) such that

f v2(W(r))dr<v0 (4.63)
Jr\

with i//0 independent of fi. Now V/(-) € Hl(rl, r2), and Va > 0, 3 Ca > 0 such
that

(r \^2 I r \ 1/2
f'2(r)drj +calJr /V)«M (4-64)

(see, e.g., Lions [15, Lemma 5.1]); applying (4.64) with f(r) = y/(W{r)), and em-
ploying both (4.64) and (4.63), we determine that for some C4 > 0, C4 independent
of n, we have

max \y{W{r))\ < C4. (4.65)
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In view of the definition (4.60), for \p\ > (2e)^2,
•\p\

Mp) I = [Jo
dt' > (1 - a/2) '[M* a/2-e' Q/2]

(e + K2)a/4

or
\p\l~a'2 < (l-a/2)\v(p)\ + el~al2, for \p\ > (2e)i/2. (4.66)

Combining (4.66) with (4.65), we easily deduce the existence of a constant C > 0,
independent of p, such that

max \W(r)\ < C. (4.67)
IV2]

If we now use (4.61) in conjunction with (4.64), and no longer suppress the de-
pendence of W, m, or i on p, it follows that 3 C > 0, independent of p, such
that

•))llffl(ri>r2)<C. (4.68)
As a consequence of the uniform bound (4.68), if {pn}, pn > 0 for each integer n ,
is a sequence such that pn —► o+ , as n —► 00, there exists a subsequence {p„k}, and

a function i//° e Hl (r,, r2), such that as nk -+ 00

y(W )-*W°mHi(rl,r2). (4.69)
nk

From standard embedding results we deduce from (4.69) that we also have, as nk —>
oo,

) - y/° in C°'a, 0 < a < ±. (4.70)
^nk

Because (i.e., (4.60)) y/'(W) = {e+^W2)~a^, for \ W\ <C (as is the case, by (4.67))
we have

kl < \y/'{W)\ < k2 for some k{, k2, 0 < k{ < k2. (4.71)
Also, since ip is monotone, \p is invertible; thus, by (4.70), for nk -* oo,

W -* V°) in C°'"(rl, r2), 0 < a < 1/2. (4.72)
^nk

Using the definition of W(r), i.e., (4.33), and (4.72), we now find that, as nk —> oo,

in C°'V,. r2)> (4-73)

£2(-; e,, a)-► £2(0 in C1 '"(r, , r2), (4.74)

0 < er < 1/2, where for r 6 [r,, r2]

Q(r) = £21+^^-Vo(0)^C. (4.75)

By virtue of (4.46) and (4.59), we see that for some constant C > 0, independent
of p,

^(0lliv2) - c (4-76)
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so that
V-s -+ 0,

hnk

/Up _ -»0, (4.77)
nk

" r\US -0

in L2(r,, r2) as nk —► oo . Employing (4.74) and (4.77) it is easy to show that Q(-) is
a solution of (4.7a,b); however, we have already shown that (Theorem 2) the solution
of the boundary-value problem (4.7a,b) is, for e > 0, uniquely defined in Hl(rl, r2)
if it exists. Therefore, we have established the following.

Theorem 4.4. Since n —> 0+, the unique solution of the boundary-value problem
(2.54-2.56) Q(-; e, fi,a) converges in Cl'"(rl, r2), 0 < a < 1/2, to the unique
solution a{-) of (4.76a,b) where Qe a(-) = Q(-) as given by (4.75).

The result in Theorem 3, above, also serves to establish the continuous dependence,
in r2), 0 < a < 1/2, of solutions of the boundary-value problem (2.54)-
(2.56) with respect to perturbations in n, for fixed e > 0, and fixed a, 0 < a < 1 .
By examining carefully the estimates that led us to the uniform bound (4.76), i.e.,
(4.46) and (4.49), it is an easy exercise to show that solutions of (2.54)-(2.56) also
depend continuously on e, as e —> 0+ , in the norm of C2+a(r,, r2), for 0 < a <
1/2.
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